Kindermusik at Evola Music of Canton
Summer 2019
A music & movement parenting community - Bring home the joy, the love, the discovery, the
wonder, the friendships, the connections! Our classes help children develop language, social,
emotional, and physical skills—all in the context of joyful, musically rich play together!
Wild Animal Playdates – Mixed Age Birth-5 Years Parent/Child Classes Each single class experience features singing, movement,
instrument play, listening activities, and group interaction. Most important, a playdate gives caregivers lots of information about their
children’s development. $20/class tuition includes take-home materials and snack.
Monkey See Monkey Do Friday, June 21 10:15am
Jungle Dance Thursday, June 27 6:30pm and Friday, June 28 10:15am
Slither and Pounce Thursday, August 15 6:30pm and Friday, August 16 -10:15am or 11:15am
World of Wonder Thursday, August 22 6:30pm and Friday, August 23 -10:15am or 11:15am

4 – Day Preschool Camps ages 3-5 Each day includes snack, craft and piano exploration. $120 tuition includes Kindermusik Home
materials. Parents may stay for entire class or join last 20 minutes.
August 12-16 10:30-12:00pm – Drums, Drums, Drums - In class, we’ll focus on drums, percussion instruments, and music from Africa and
South America as we clap, tap, move, play, and echo different rhythms. - Amy
August 19-23 10:30-12:00pm – Dance with Me - Put on your dancing shoes; it’s time to twirl, tap, leap, bow, and turn! You’ll learn dance
steps, move expressively, explore instruments, and learn to play together in an ensemble. - Amy

KINDERMUSIK UNLIMITED Register for a class and come as often as you’d like to any of our 5-week offerings.
Previews are only $15. If you join, your tuition is credited.
Foundations - Ages 0-12 months Parent/Child Classes. Who says babies have it easy? These sure are Busy Days–all around town, with
errands here and adventures there, and fun and movement ’til the day is done. Bond with your baby and meet new friends. 5-week
classes - $75 tuition includes Kindermusik Home materials
Tuesdays 10:15-11:00am – July 9- August 6 - Karen
Wednesdays 12:15-1:00pm – July 10- August 7 - Karen
Thursdays 5:30-6:15 pm - July 11- August 8 - Amy
Mixed Age – Birth-5 Years Parent/Child Classes. Grab your beach ball; we’re going to the beach! Crabs are scuttling, toes are wiggling,
waves are crashing, and the sun is shining. Sing, play & dance together in a multi-age environment 5-week classes - $75 tuition includes
Kindermusik Home materials
Tuesdays 11:15-12:00pm - July 9- August 6 - Karen
Wednesdays 10:15-11:00am – July 10- August 7 - Karen
Wednesdays 11:15-12:00pm – July 10- August 7 - Karen
Thursdays 10:15-11:00am - July 11- August 8 - Karen
Thursdays 11:15-12:00pm - July 11- August 8 - Karen
Thursdays 6:30-7:15 pm - July 11- August 8 - Amy
Kindermusik Preview Classes – Not sure if you want to join? Schedule a preview. Your $15 tuition includes a CD and will be applied to
tour registration when you enroll for the semester. Offer only valid on weekly classes and does not apply to camps or playdates.

Kindermusik with Grandfriends – all age parent/child classes
Join our very special monthly event with the senior community at Angel Gardens Assisted Living in Livonia. This is a FREE
outreach event open to everyone. Registration encouraged.
Saturday, June 1 - 11:00 am
Saturday, July 13 - 11:00 am Saturday, August 3 - 11:00 am
September 7 - 11:00 am
7170 N. Haggerty Rd. 734.455.4677 www.evola.com kindermusikevola.com

Why Kindermusik? Our benefits make us the best choice for your child.
Music helps your child developmentally in so many ways. Our benefit statements in class and in your home activities provide
you with the latest in child development research and strategies to implement this learning into everyday life.
Language and Literacy - Nursery rhymes aren’t only lots of fun to hear and say; they actually set the
stage for early reading. Through rhymes like goose and loose, a baby becomes aware of all the different
sounds in his or her own language and how those sounds are combined to make words. Becoming
familiar with phonemes, the small sounds that make up words, is an important part of each baby’s
future reading success.
Cognitive Skills - Research shows a positive correlation of steady beat with reading, vocabulary, math,
music, and physical coordination. Steady beat seems to help in these areas because it contributes to a
child’s ability to concentrate, understand space and distance, and have better control of physical
movements. Exercise that crosses the midline of the body helps develop the corpus callosum, the
"connector" between the two hemispheres of the brain. The two hemispheres of the brain must work
together to reach the brain’s potential.
Creativity - The best learning experiences are those that integrate the senses, learning domains,
developmental needs, and interests of the child. For example, a great integrated activity might involve
singing, language, imagination, listening, creativity, problem solving, and pretend play. Pretend play is
based upon a child’s real-life experiences and is a bridge to the creative-thinking strategies that develop
language, sensory, motor, and cognitive skills. Children construct their understanding of the world and
themselves through play.
Social and Emotional - With their active imaginations preschoolers are often prone to real and
imaginary fears. Giving a child the opportunity to experience the fearful item or event out of context
and in the presence of a loving caregiver, such as listening together to the recorded sounds of a storm,
can help with fear processing. Pantomime is another way for very young children to explore dramatic
play. When story-telling, pantomime reinforces and helps internalize the sequence of the story as well
as comprehension.
Mathematics - The National Council on Teachers of Mathematics has long linked music to mathematical
development. When young children explore patterns, use reasoning, sing motion songs, and use spatial
visualization, for example, they are having mathematical experiences. When children use beat, rhythm,
and melody, they can begin to recognize mathematical patterns. Music builds on the informal
experiences a child has in the world, and expands a child’s perspective in a developmentally appropriate
way to include more mathematics.
Musicality - Participating in music-making and listening to music can be an emotional experience. In
fact, many composers write music to express specific emotions and to help the listener feel these
emotions. Whether children are budding instrumentalists or vocalists or tomorrow’s connoisseurs, they
can learn to appreciate the powerful way in which music communicates, making it indeed, the universal
language.
Physical Development - Movement and sensory awareness are the primary ways young children learn
about themselves and their world. For example, a child moves up and down long before learning the
words up and down, and it is through up and down movements that a baby starts to understand the
concepts of up and down. When adults label movements they do with a child (tiptoeing, walking, or
gliding, for example) they help that child make connections between what he or she is feeling and the
word he or she is hearing.

